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a b s t r a c t
We introduce new families of orthogonal polynomials HD,n, motivated by the non-
equilibrium evolution of a quantum Brownian particle (qBp). The HD,n’s generalize non-
trivially the standard Hermite polynomials, employed for classical Brownian motion. We
treat several models (labelled by D) for a non-equilibrium qBp, by means of the Wigner
function W , in the presence of a ‘‘heat bath’’ at thermal equilibrium, with and without ab
initio friction. For long times (for a suitable class of initial conditions), the non-equilibrium
Wigner function W should approach, in some sense, the (time-independent) equilibrium
Wigner functionWeq,D, which describes the thermal equilibrium of the qBp with the ‘‘heat
bath’’ and plays a central role.Weq,D is chosen to be the weight function which orthogonal-
izes theHD,n’s. New results onWeq,D and on theHD,n’s are reported.We justify the key role of
theHD,n’s as follows. Using theHD,n’s, momentsWeq,D,n andWn are introduced forWeq,D and
W , respectively. At equilibrium, all momentsWeq,D,n except the lowest one (Weq,D,0) vanish
identically. Off-equilibrium, one expects that, for long times (for suitable initial conditions):
(i) all non-equilibrium moments Wn (except the lowest moment W0), will approach zero,
while (ii) the lowest non-equilibrium moment W0 will tend to Weq,D,0(≠ 0). To complete
the justification, we outline how the approximate long-time non-equilibrium theories de-
termined byW0 for the differentmodels (D) yield Smoluchowski equations and irreversible
evolutions of the qBp towards thermal equilibrium.
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We shall consider a ‘‘heat bath’’ at complete thermal equilibrium at absolute temperature T , and use β = (KBT )−1 (KB
being Boltzmann’s constant).We shall treat the non-equilibrium statisticalmechanics of a non-relativistic Brownian particle
(Bp) of massm in one spatial dimension x, in the presence of a ‘‘heat bath’’ and subject to a real time-independent potential
V (= V (x)). By assumption, the Bp is not at thermal equilibrium with the ‘‘heat bath’’ at the initial time t = 0.
In order to motivate the present work, let us recall briefly classical (c) Brownian motion, as described by the irreversible
Klein–Kramers (master) equation [1,2] (a simple albeit non-trivial open system). The latter includes an ab initio friction or
dissipation mechanism on the classical Bp, with friction constant γ (> 0). Let p be the classical momentum of the Bp. The
Klein–Kramers equation for the time (t)-dependent classical distribution functionWc = Wc(x, p; t) reads, for t > 0,
∂Wc
∂t
= − p
m
∂Wc
∂x
+ dV
dx
∂Wc
∂p
+McWc (1)
McWc = γ ∂
∂p
[
p+ m
β
∂
∂p
]
Wc (2)
with the initial non-equilibrium distributionWc,in = Wc,in(x, p) at t = 0. The classical equilibrium Boltzmann distribution
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Wc,eq, solving Eqs. (1) and (2), is
Wc,eq = Wc,eq(x, p) = exp[−((p2/q2eq)+ βV (x))], q2eq =
2m
β
. (3)
Wc,eq (∂Wc,eq/∂t = 0), describing the classical Bp at thermal equilibrium with the ‘‘heat bath’’, is independent of the
dissipation. By using the standard Hermite polynomials Hn(p/qeq) [3], which are orthogonalized with respect to Wc,eq, we
introduce the moments ϵc,n = ϵc,n(x; t) ofWc [4]:
ϵc,n =
∫
dp
qeq
Hn(p/qeq)
(π1/22nn!)1/2Wc, Wc = Wc,eq
+∞−
n=0
ϵc,n
Hn(q/qeq)
(π1/22nn!)1/2 . (4)
Integrations are performed in (−∞,+∞). ForWc,eq, all momentsWc,eq,n, except the lowest one (Wc,eq,0) vanish identically.
For long times,Wc approachesWc,eq. For long times: (i) all ϵc,n (except the lowestmoment ϵc,0), will approach zero, while
(ii) the lowest non-equilibrium moment ϵc,0 will tend toWc,eq,0.
An interesting general method for solving Eqs. (1) and (2) off-equilibrium is the following [4]. Eqs. (1), (2) and (4) imply
the following infinite irreversible three-term linear recurrence relation or hierarchy for all ϵc,n’s (n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., ϵc,−1 = 0):
∂ϵc,n
∂t
= −Mc;n,n+1ϵc,n+1 −Mc;n,n−1ϵc,n−1 − γ nϵc,n (5)
Mc;n,n+1ϵc,n+1 ≡
[
(n+ 1)
mβ
]1/2
∂ϵc,n+1
∂x
(6)
Mc;n,n−1ϵc,n−1 ≡
[
n
mβ
]1/2 
∂ϵc,n−1
∂x
+ β dV
dx
ϵc,n−1

. (7)
Techniques to treat (5) can be seen in [5,6]. After long-time approximations for the ϵc,n’s in the hierarchy (5), the approximate
non-equilibrium theory determined by ϵc,0 yields the classical Smoluchowski equation and irreversible evolution of the
Bp towards thermal equilibrium with the ‘‘heat bath’’ [4–6], consistent with the above properties (i) and (ii). See [7] for
extensions for a classical Bp in the presence of a ‘‘heat bath’’ without ab initio friction effects (on the Bp), and [7,8] for
generalizations for classical closed large systems (with neither ab initio friction effects nor a ‘‘heat bath’’).
The generalization of the above classical analysis to a quantum Bp (qBp) is a physically interesting subject, and
it constitutes an active research field. Moments for the non-equilibrium Wigner function W [9,10] of the qBp, using
the standard Hermite polynomials Hn like in the classical case, were employed in [11–13] (with ab initio friction). In
particular, [13] contains a detailed and comprehensive review, with relevant applications to physics and chemistry (for
instance, to decay of metastable states): see the comments in Section 4.1 later. Using continued-fraction methods, very
detailed analytical and numerical studies, in particular for periodic potentials, were carried out in [11]. In [11–13], since
Hn’s (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) were used, all equilibrium moments for the equilibrium Wigner function are non-vanishing. Then,
it follows that, off-equilibrium, all moments (and not just the lowest-order one) survive for long times, and have to be
considered in order to reach thermal equilibrium of the qBp with the ‘‘heat bath’’. The long-time persistence of all non-
equilibrium moments, which arises from the use of the Hn’s in the quantum regime, complicates the analysis considerably.
In order to overcome the last difficulty, the following different strategy will be employed in the present work: new families
of orthogonalized polynomials HD,n, using a physically motivated weight function, will be introduced and used (instead of
the standard Hn’s) in order to construct newmomentsWn of the non-equilibriumW . Using the HD,n’s and theWn’s, we shall
try to give a meaning to the physical expectation that, for long times (and for a suitable class of initial conditions), allWn’s
(except the lowest moment W0) will approach zero, while only W0 will survive and describe the irreversible evolution of
the qBp towards thermal equilibrium with the ‘‘heat bath’’. Such a strategy was already proposed and applied in [7] to a
qBp without ab initio friction, to leading order in Planck’s constant (h¯). In the present work, we shall report several non-
trivial generalizations of [7], for higher orders in h¯ in the absence of ab initio friction and, in the case of ab initio friction,
to leading order in h¯. In so doing, and motivated by quantum Brownian motion, we try to indicate a possibly interesting
research avenue for generalizing the standard Hermite polynomials, in a V (x)-dependent way.
This work is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes the non-equilibrium statistical mechanics of the qBp using the
Wigner function, discusses the equilibrium Wigner function Weq,D, introduces the HD,n’s (using Weq,D) and the Wn’s, and
outlines our general strategy. Section 3 treats the case without ab initio friction and reports new results. Section 4 deals
with three different models for a qBp with ab initio friction. Section 5 contains conclusions and discussions. The bulk of the
work deals with a qBp in one spatial dimension. An Appendix outlines a three-dimensional generalization, in the absence
of ab initio friction.
2. Non-equilibrium quantum Brownian motion
We shall consider a qBp of mass m and momentum operator −ih¯(∂/∂x), in one spatial dimension x, with quantum
Hamiltonian
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HQ = − h¯
2
2m
∂2
∂x2
+ V . (8)
We shall treat the statistical evolution of the qBp subject to the same real potential V = V (x), and in the presence of the
same ‘‘heat bath’’ at thermal equilibrium at temperature (KBβ)−1, as in the classical case. Our analysis will allow for either
the absence of ab initio friction effects on the particle or for their existence. The time evolution for t > 0 of the particle is
given by the density operator ρ = ρ(t) (a statistical mixture of quantum states), with the initial condition ρ(t = 0) = ρin.
We consider the matrix element ⟨x− y|ρ(t)|x+ y⟩ of ρ(t) in generic eigenstates, |x− y⟩, |x+ y⟩, of the quantum position
operator. Any integration will be performed in (−∞,+∞). The quantumWigner functionW = W (x, q; t), determined by
ρ, is [9,10]
W (x, q; t) = 1
π h¯
∫
dy exp
[
i2qy
h¯
]
⟨x− y|ρ(t)|x+ y⟩. (9)
The initial non-equilibrium Wigner function at t = 0 is Win, given by (9) if ρ = ρin. A rather general structure of the
dynamical evolution ofW for t ≥ 0, namely, of the qBp master equation (qBpme) forW , is
∂W (x, q; t)
∂t
= − q
m
∂W (x, q; t)
∂x
+MQW +MDW (10)
MQW =
∫
dq′W (x, q+ q′; t)
[∫
idy
π h¯2
[V (x+ y)− V (x− y)] exp
[
− i2q
′y
h¯
]]
= dV
dx
∂W
∂q
− h¯
2
3!22
d3V
dx3
∂3W
∂q3
+ h¯
4
5!24
d5V
dx5
∂5W
∂q5
− · · · . (11)
We have given in Eq. (11) the first three terms in the (formal) series expansion ofMQ into powers of h¯2, as obtained in [9].
Corrections of order h¯ vanish exactly, in general. If no ab initio friction effects on the particle are supposed, thenMD ≡ 0 and
we shall write D = 0. Then, (10) becomes the dissipationless quantum evolution equation proposed in [9,10]. If M0 ≡ 0,
Eq. (10) would seem formally to become, as h¯ → 0, the classical Liouville equation. However, as pointed out in [14] (page
413), the Wigner function for M0 ≡ 0 does not seem to provide a good approach to the classical limit in the general case.
In fact, the correction terms of orders h¯2n, n = 1, 2, . . ., . . . , involve derivatives ∂2(n+1)W/∂q2(n+1) which, in certain cases,
could originate inverse powers of h¯. The latter could cancel the explicit factors h¯2n in (11). On the other hand, for M0 ≡ 0,
all correction terms of orders h¯2n, n = 1, 2, . . ., in (11) do vanish as h¯ → 0 (no such inverse powers of h¯ arising) for a class
of Wigner functions W containing not only the equilibrium Wigner function Weq,0 [9], of crucial importance for physical
and chemical applications, but also a set of t-dependent solutions of Eq. (10) (with suitable initial conditions and physically
related to Weq,0). Moreover, the vanishing of all correction terms of orders h¯2n, n = 1, 2, . . ., in (11) as h¯ → 0 could be
expected to be reinforced if ab initio friction is included (M0 ≠ 0). To summarize, our developments will hold, at least, in a
suitable class of Wigner functions solving Eq. (10) which contains, at least, the corresponding equilibriumWigner function.
We shall assume that, as |p| → +∞, W (x, p; t) → 0 quickly, for fixed x and long t . Then,  dpW (x, p; t)pn converges,
for any integer n ≥ 0.
Friction effects are accounted for by MD(≠ 0), which may also include (depending on the model) quantum corrections.
The subscript D(≠ 0) will label and distinguish different models of dissipation: see Section 4. Although not indicated
explicitly, W depends on the chosen MD. MD is, by assumption, a t-independent linear operator. Upon concentrating on
Eq. (10) with t-independent MD’s, we are restricting ourselves to qBpme’s which do have stationary (time-independent)
solutions. Thus, we are not including the qBpme’s with t-dependentMD(≠ 0) treated in [15,16].
2.1. Equilibrium Wigner function Weq,D and orthogonal polynomials HD,n
Let the qBp be at thermal equilibrium, at temperature (KBβ)−1, with the ‘‘heat bath’’. This is described by the equilibrium
Wigner functionWeq,D = Weq,D(x, q), which is a physically relevant t-independent solution of Eq. (10). Then, ∂Weq,D/∂t = 0
and
− q
m
∂Weq,D
∂x
+MQWeq,D +MDWeq,D = 0. (12)
There is no known compact expression forWeq,D to all orders in h¯, for any V , any β and anyMD. One looks forWeq,D(x, q) as
a (formal) series in the standard Hermite polynomials Hn = Hn(q/qeq), into two forms:
Weq,D = Wc,eq
+∞−
n=0
aD,nHn

q
qeq

= exp[−q2/q2eq]
+∞−
n=0
ϵD,n
Hn(q/qeq)
[π1/22nn!]1/2 (13)
Wc,eq is given in (3). aD,n = aD,n(x) and ϵD,n = ϵD,n(x) are power series in h¯, which depend on V (x), β andMD.
For the Weq,D determined by (12) for each MD, we shall introduce the denumerably infinite family of all polynomials in
q/qeq, HD,n = HD,n(q/qeq), n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .. The interest of the HD,n’s, which generalize the Hermite polynomials, will be
appreciated when treating the time evolution, as given by (10). By assumption, the HD,n’s fulfill the following.
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(1) Provided that we integrate in −∞ < q < +∞ with the weight function Weq,D(x, q), leaving x unintegrated, the HD,n’s
constitute a denumerably infinite (unnormalized) orthogonal set. Then, for n ≠ n′ and any x, we impose∫
dq
qeq
Weq,D(x, q)HD,n(q/qeq)HD,n′(q/qeq) = 0. (14)
(2)HD,n(q/qeq) equals the standardHermite polynomialHn(q/qeq) plus a remainder. The latter is another polynomial in q/qeq
of degree smaller than n. It turns out that HD,0(q/qeq) = 1. We shall write (y = q/qeq)
HD,n(y) = Hn(y)+
n−
j=1
αD,n,n−jHn−j(y) (15)
with (y-independent) coefficients αD,n,n−j, which depend on V (x), β and MD (these three dependences not being explicit).
Consistent with general properties [3,17,18], the HD,n’s fulfill the recurrence relation
(2y+ BD,n)HD,n(y) = HD,n+1(y)+ CD,nHD,n−1(y). (16)
BD,n and CD,n, are y-independent (but depend on β , V (x) and MD). The orthonormalized polynomials are HD,n(q/qeq)/h
1/2
D,n ,
with the (V (x)-dependent) normalization factor
hD,n ≡
∫
dq
qeq
Weq,D(x, q)HD,n(q/qeq)2. (17)
We cannot warrant thatWeq,D(x, q) be non-negative in some regions in general. However, for small β and h¯ (not far from
the classical limit), the analysis in [9,10] for the case D = 0 (no ab initio friction,M0 = 0) suggests thatWeq,0(x, q), as given
by Eq. (13), could be non-negative for any x and q, provided that all derivatives of V (x) remain bounded in absolute value. Our
analysiswill also be consistentwith the validity of a similar property, for themodelswith ab initio friction. To summarize: for
the models without and with ab initio friction to be treated in this work, we shall suppose that non-negativity ofWeq,D(x, q)
holds for small β and h¯ (not far from the classical limit), if all derivatives of V (x) remain suitably bounded in absolute value.
2.2. The HD,n’s and non-equilibrium moments
We shall study situations inwhich, by assumption, the qBp is not at thermal equilibrium at the initial time t = 0.We shall
concentrate on the time evolution of the qBp for t > 0 through (10) for the non-equilibriumW . By using HD,n(q/qeq)/h
1/2
D,n ,
we shall introduce the following momentsWn (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) ofW (omitting the subscript D):
Wn = Wn(x; t) =
∫
dq
qeq
HD,n(q/qeq)
h1/2D,n
W (x, q; t). (18)
The initial conditionWin,n forWn is obtained by replacingW by the initial non-equilibriumWigner functionWin in (18). One
has the following (formal) expansion forW :
W = Weq,D(x, q)
+∞−
n=0
Wn(x; t)HD,n(q/qeq)
h1/2D,n
. (19)
ForW = Weq,D(x, q), Eq. (18) yieldsWeq,D,n = 0 if n > 0, andWeq,D,0 = h1/2D,0 = π1/8ϵ1/2D,0 .
In the classical (h¯ → 0) limit, and for all models treated in this work (without or with ab initio friction), W → Wc ,
Weq,D → Wc,eq,Wn → ϵc,n and HD,n → Hn hold, and Eq. (19) becomes Eq. (4).
The central role of HD,n(q/qeq), of the Wn’s and of Eq. (19) can be appreciated through the following non-trivial off-
equilibrium generalization of the vanishing of all momentsWeq,D,n for n > 0, mentioned above. One expects physically that
the differenceW (x, q; t)−Weq,D(x, q) should be the smaller (and eventually tend to zero), the larger t is (and, at least, for a
suitable class of initial non-equilibrium conditions). Then, for long times, the dominant moment should be W0(x; t), while
anyWn(x; t)with n > 0 should be negligible (Wn being the smaller, the larger n and |t|).
3. Frictionless qBp (D = 0,M0 = 0)
In this section, we assume the absence of ab initio dissipation on the qBp, so that M0 = 0. Let the qBp be at thermal
equilibrium, at temperature (KBβ)−1, with the ‘‘heat bath’’. For high temperatures (small β) and small h¯ (not far from the
classical limit), the expansion (13) forWeq,0 holds with a0,n(x) = 0 for any n = 1, 3, 5, . . ., while a0,2n(x) ≠ 0 [9,10].
3.1. Weq,0 for general V up to and including order h¯4: a0,n for n = 0, 2, 4
For later use in this section, we quote from [9] a0,n for n = 0, 2, 4, up to and including order h¯4. All contributions to them
of orders h¯n
′′
, n′′ ≥ 6, (as well as a0,n for n ≥ 6, which are of the same order) are disregarded:
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a0,0(x) = 1+ h¯
2
8

β3
3m

dV
dx
2
− 2β
2
3m
d2V
dx2

+ h¯
4 β2
64m2

−4β
15
d4V
dx4
+ β
4
18

dV
dx
4
− 22β
3
45

dV
dx
2 d2V
dx2
+ 8β
2
15
dV
dx
d3V
dx3
+ 2β
2
5

d2V
dx2
2
≡ 1+ h¯2 a(2)0,0 + h¯4 a(4)0,0 (20)
a0,2(x) = β
2 h¯2
48m
d2V
dx2
+ h¯
4 β2
64m2

β
15
d4V
dx4
+ β
3
18

dV
dx
2 d2V
dx2
− β
2
15
dV
dx
d3V
dx3
− 2β
2
15

d2V
dx2
2
≡ h¯2 a(2)0,2 + h¯4 a(4)0,2 (21)
a0,4(x) = h¯
4 β2
64m2

β2
72

d2V
dx2
2
− β
120
d4V
dx4

≡ h¯4 a(4)0,4. (22)
3.2. Weq,0 for quartic potential: a0,n for any n = 0, 2, 4, . . ..
Let V (x) be a quartic potential, so that dnV (x)/dxn ≡ 0 for n > 4. Then, Eqs. (12), (13) and (3) yield the following
three-term linear recurrence relation for the a0,n’s:
− qeq2(n+ 1)
2m
[
∂a0,n+1
∂x
− β dV
dx
a0,n+1
]
− qeq
2m
∂a0,n−1
∂x
+ h¯
2
3!22
[
qeqβ
2m
]3 d3V
dx3
a0,n−3 = 0 (23)
for odd values n = 1, 3, 5, 7, . . . (a0,−2 = 0). We shall report a formal solution of the three-term linear recurrence relation
(23) for the a0,n+1’s for any n = −1, 1, 3, 5, 7, . . . and any order in h¯2. Our formal solution, which involves continued
fractions of operators, reads
a0,n+1 = 1
(qeq/2m)(∂/∂x)+3n+3
h¯2
3!22
[
qeqβ
2m
]3 d3V
dx3
a0,n−1, n = 3, 5, 7, . . . (24)
3n+3 = qeq2(n+ 3)2m
[
∂
∂x
− β dV
dx
]
1
(qeq/2m)(∂/∂x)+3n+5
h¯2
3!22
[
qeqβ
2m
]3 d3V
dx3
(25)
a0,2 = 1
(qeq/2m)(∂/∂x)+34
h¯2
3!22
[
qeqβ
2m
]3 d3V
dx3
a0,0 (26)[
qeq
2m
∂
∂x
+32
]
a0,0 = 0. (27)
Notice that n = −1, 1, 3, 5, . . . in 3n+3 in (25). By successive iterations, Eq. (25) yields 3n+3 in the form of a continued
fraction of operators. We emphasize one sense in which the above formal solution could be employed. By expanding
Eqs. (24)–(27) into powers of h¯2, one gets successively any a0,2n, n = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . as a power series in h¯2, which starts
at order h¯2n. As a check, we remark that by restricting to terms up to and including order h¯4, the resulting solutions for a0,2n,
n = 0, 1, 2, provided by Eqs. (24)–(27) agree with Eqs. (20)–(22) obtained in [9].
3.3. Orthogonal polynomials H0,n(q/qeq) for Weq,0 (D = 0) up to order h¯4
In the absence of friction, B0,n = 0 for any n in (16). The H0,n(q/qeq)’s for any n, with a general V and with omission of all
h¯2n
′
-terms, for n′ ≥ 2, have been given in [7]. We shall report H0,n(q/qeq) for any n ≥ 2 up to and including order h¯4, for any
V , which constitute new results. By using (15),
H0,0(y) = 1, H0,1(y) = H1(y) (28)
H0,n(y) = Hn(y)+ α0,n,n−2Hn−2(y), n = 2, 3 (29)
H0,n(y) = Hn(y)+ α0,n,n−2Hn−2(y)+ α0,n,n−4Hn−4(y), n ≥ 4. (30)
The unknown coefficients α0,n,n−2 (of orders h¯2 and h¯4), and α0,n,n−4 (of order h¯4) are obtained by using Eqs. (28), (29), (30),
(14), (16), the formula C0,n = h0,n/h0,n−1 (which follows directly by applying general relationships for the coefficients of
the three-term recurrence relation for orthogonal polynomials [17,18] to (16)) and the first power series expansion (13) for
Weq,0 (in terms of the a0,n’s, n = 0, 2, 4). Use ismade of the following integrals of products of ordinary Hermite polynomials:∫ +∞
−∞
dy exp(−y2)H2(y)Hn(y)Hl(y) = 2(π2n+ln!l!)1/2[((n+ 1)(n+ 2))1/2δl,n+2 + 2nδl,n + (n(n− 1))1/2δl,n−2] (31)
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−∞
dy exp(−y2)H4(y)Hn(y)Hl(y) = 4(π2n+ln!l!)1/2[((n+ 1)(n+ 2)(n+ 3)(n+ 4))1/2δl,n+4
+ 4n((n+ 1)(n+ 2))1/2δl,n+2 + 6n(n− 1)δl,n + 4(n− 2)(n(n− 1))1/2δl,n−2
+ (n(n− 1)(n− 2)(n− 3))1/2δl,n−4], (32)
which can be derived from Eqs. [A.55] and [A.58] in [19]. δl,n is the Kronecker delta. After several (quite lengthy)
computations, one finds, up to and including order h¯4,
C0,n = 2n[1+ 4 h¯2 a(2)0,2 + h¯4 4(a(4)0,2 − a(2)0,2a(2)0,0 + (n− 1)(12a(4)0,4 − 6(a(2)0,2)2))], n ≥ 1 (33)
α0,2,0 = −C0,1 + 2 (34)
α0,n,n−2 = −C0,n−1 + α0,n−1,n−3 + 2(n− 1), n ≥ 3 (35)
α0,4,0 = 2α0,3,1 − C0,3α0,2,0 (36)
α0,n,n−4 = α0,n−1,n−5 + 2(n− 3)α0,n−1,n−3 − C0,n−1α0,n−2,n−4, n ≥ 5 (37)
(n− 1)α0,n−2,n−6 = (n− 5)α0,n−1,n−5, n ≥ 6. (38)
The above equations in this subsection can be applied with the a0,n’s in Section 3.1 (for a general V ) and with those in
Section 3.2 (quartic V ), with omission of all h¯2n-terms, n ≥ 3, in both cases.
The equations for the non-equilibriummoments, up to and including order h¯2, have also been given in [7]. The extensions
of that treatment to the frameworks provided by Section 3.1 (any V , up to order h¯4) and 3.2 (quartic V , any order in h¯2) are
direct, but quite cumbersome, and they will be omitted.
4. Non-equilibrium qBp with ab initio dissipation (MD ≠ 0)
4.1. Models for the friction operator MD
There is an extended literature about several qBpmaster equations (qBpme’s) forW , when ab initio friction or dissipation
effects are taken into account. See [11–13,20,21] and the references therein. Closely related to physically relevant effects
(for instance, to quantum decoherence [22]), the analysis of qBpme’s has become an active and important subject. We recall
that quantum decoherencemeans the destruction of relative phases in superpositions of quantum states for an open system
in the course of time, due to an environment (say, to a ‘‘heat bath’’). In the present work, dissipation effects will be treated
for adequately high temperature and, if quantum effects are included in them, only terms up to and including order h¯2 will
be considered.
We shall start with an interesting qBpme, proposed in [12], with an ab initioMD = MC ≠ 0 (D = C), which incorporates
quantum corrections of order h¯2 and gives rise to an equilibrium functionWeq,C independent of the dissipation. Specifically,
MCW = γ ∂
∂q
[
q+ m
β

1+ β
2 h¯2
12m
d2V
dx2

∂
∂q
]
W . (39)
γ (> 0) is a friction constant. We remark that a promising generalization ofMC to order h¯4 has been carried out in [13] (Eq.
(31) in it). However, for our purposes, order h¯2 will suffice and, throughout this work, we shall work with Eq. (39).
We shall also treat other two qBpme’s, with ab initio friction operatorsMD ≠ 0 (specifically addressed to open quantum
systems), but with equilibrium Wigner functions Weq,D depending on dissipation. Much work has been devoted to certain
qBpme (physically, quite adequate for high temperature), whichwill be our second example (D = CL). Its structure has been
obtained by several authors and systematized in [21]:
MDW = MCLW = McW = γ ∂
∂q
[
q+ m
β
∂
∂q
]
W (40)
with the same friction constant as in Eqs. (39) and (2). Quantum effects are disregarded in MCL (but they are taken into
account inMQ ).
Our last example (D = L) will be Lindblad’s well-known approach to incorporating dissipation in Quantum Mechanics,
in such a way that the evolution be Markovian [23]. Lindblad’s structure reads
MDW = MLW = 2λ∂(qW )
∂q
+ Dxx ∂
2W
∂x2
+ Dqq ∂
2W
∂q2
+ 2Dxq ∂
2W
∂x∂q
. (41)
λ, Dxx, Dqq and Dxq are constants (independent of t , x and q). 2λ and Dqq contain the friction constant, except for possible
quantum corrections (see below), while Dxx and Dxq are quantum mechanical diffusion coefficients. The most general
Lindblad form includes an additive term (λ − µ)(∂(xW )/∂x) and replaces 2λ by λ + µ in (41) (with another parameter
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µ) [24]. We shall disregard the latter (µ-dependent) extension in our analysis (since, in the case that V (x) → 0 quickly
for |x| → +∞, it could allow for ∂  dx  dpW/∂t ≠ 0, namely, for non-conservation of total probability). The following
constraints have to be fulfilled [24]:
Dxx > 0, Dqq > 0, DxxDqq − D2xq ≥ h¯2 λ2/4. (42)
We shall restrict ourselves to studying Eq. (10) for Lindblad’s case, with MD given in (41), in the semiclassical regime
(including corrections of order h¯2, but without corrections of order h¯, by assumption), for adequately high temperature.
Thus, we shall assume that
2λ = γ + h¯2 γ1, Dqq = γm
β
+ h¯2 γ2, Dxx = h¯2 γ3, Dxq = h¯2 γ4. (43)
γ (> 0) is the same friction constant as in (40). All γn’s, n = 1, . . . , 4 are constant, h¯-independent and such that (42) be
fulfilled. The semiclassical structures assumed in (43) are consistent with [24]. An interesting particular case of Lindblad’s
approach corresponds to Dxq = 0, 2λ = γ , γ3 ≠ 0 and Dqq = γm/β [25]. In [20], it is stated that the Caldeira and Leggett
qBpme ‘‘. . . cannot be written in the Lindblad form and therefore has solutions which are unphysical. . . ’’, although ‘‘. . . the
unphysical solutions normally appear only in rapid initial transients, where one expects the Markov approximation itself
to be invalid.’’. Notice that the Caldeira–Leggett qBpme (MD = MCL) corresponds formally to λ = γ /2, Dqq = γm/β and
Dxx = Dxq = 0. The last relations (and, then, the Caldeira–Leggett qBpme) violate (42).
4.2. Weq,D for D = C, CL, L, up to and including order h¯2
In this and in the following subsection, we shall consider quantum corrections inMQ only up to and including order h¯2.
First, we treatMD = MC . As shown in [12],Weq,C = Weq,0 holds, provided that a0,2n = 0 for n ≥ 2 and only terms up to
and including order h¯2 be retained in a0,0 and a0,2. With this understanding forWeq,C ,
∂Weq,C
∂t
= − q
m
∂Weq,C
∂x
+ dV
dx
∂Weq,C
∂q
− h¯
2
3!22
d3V
dx3
∂3Weq,C
∂q3
= MCWeq,C = 0.
A key feature is thatWeq,C is independent of the dissipation.
We shall carry out a general analysis of Eqs. (12) and (41), which will also include Caldeira–Leggett’sMCL: as our analysis
will not rely upon (42), it will hold for both the Caldeira–Leggett qBpme and Lindblad’s one. We shall specify later which
parts of such an analysis apply for either the Caldeira–Leggett case or Lindblad’s one. We shall use the second expansion
in Eq. (13) and always choose ϵD,0 = exp[−βV (x)]. This choice will imply that all ϵD,n’s, for n ≥ 2, are of order h¯2. The
hierarchy reads
− qeq[2(n+ 1)]
1/2
2m
∂ϵD,n+1
∂x
− (2n)
1/2qeq
2m
∂ϵD,n−1
∂x
− dV
dx
(2n)1/2
qeq
ϵD,n−1 − 2λnϵD,n
− h¯
2 q3eq
3!22
d3V
dx3
[23n(n− 1)(n− 2)]1/2ϵD,n−3 +

−λ+ Dqq
q2eq

2(22n(n− 1))1/2ϵD,n−2
+Dxx ∂
2ϵD,n
∂x2
− 2Dxq (2n)
1/2
qeq
∂ϵD,n−1
∂x
= 0 (44)
with ϵD,−2 = ϵD,−1 = 0. Eq. (44) with n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., which constitute a five-term recurrence relation if−λ+Dqq/q2eq ≠ 0,
allow for the recurrent determination of all ∂ϵD,n/∂x, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . ., in terms of ϵD,0.
Let us now suppose that−λ+ Dqq/q2eq = 0 holds, so that Eq. (44) with n = 0, 1, 2, . . . becomes a four-term recurrence
relation. In particular,−λ+Dqq/q2eq = 0 is true in the Caldeira–Leggett case.We apply [−(qeq[2(n+1)]1/2/2m)(∂/∂x)]−1 to
(44) (with (∂/∂x)−1 being understood as the integral operator

dx).We shall recast the resulting hierarchy (44) symbolically
as
ϵD,n+1 + σnϵD,n + σ−1,nϵD,n−1 + σ−3,nϵD,n−3 = 0 (45)
with n = 0, 1, 2, . . .. The explicit expressions for the operators σn, σ−1,n and σ−3,n are obtained upon comparing (44) and
(45). We shall outline a general formal solution of the four-term hierarchy (45) for all ϵD,n’s, n = 1, 2, . . ., in terms of ϵD,0,
which determinesWeq,D. The formal solution reads
ϵD,n = [σn−1Qn−2 + σ−1,n−1Qn−3 + σ−3,n−1Qn−5]ϵD,0 (46)
Q−4 = Q−3 = Q−2 = 0, Q−1 = 1, Q0 = σ0 (47)
Qn = σnQn−1 + σ−1,nQn−2 + σ−3,nQn−4, n = 1, 2, . . . , (48)
which applies for both the Caldeira–Leggett case (D = CL) and Lindblad’s one (D = L), provided that −λ + Dqq/q2eq = 0
holds. Eq. (44) yields
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∂ϵD,1
∂x
= 2
1/2mDxx
qeq
∂2ϵD,0
∂x2
,
∂ϵD,2
∂x
= − m
qeq
[
2λϵD,1 + 2
3/2Dxq
qeq
∂ϵD,0
∂x
]
, (49)
which can be integrated directly, consistent with (46). We now turn to D = L with −λ + Dqq/q2eq ≠ 0. Then, Eqs. (49)
continue to hold as well, and they are all that we shall need in that case.
In the Caldeira–Leggett case, one finds that ∂ϵCL,n/∂x = 0 for n = 1, 2, 3 but, for n ≥ 4, ∂ϵCL,n/∂x are ≠ 0 and contain
quantum effects. In Lindblad’s case (regardless what −λ + Dqq/q2eq0 is), all ϵL,n, n = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . ., are non-vanishing and
contain quantum effects. Contrary to the MC case, the dissipation mechanisms involved in MCL and ML do influence Weq,CL
andWeq,L. For brevity, we omit the general solution for D = L if−λ+ Dqq/q2eq ≠ 0.
4.3. Orthogonal polynomials for D = C, CL, L, up to and including order h¯2
The orthogonal polynomials HC,n(q/qeq) for D = C coincide with those already reported to order h¯2 in [7].
For the Caldeira–Leggett case, one finds HCL,n(q/qeq) = Hn(q/qeq), for n = 1, 2, while if n = 3,
HCL,3(q/qeq) = H3(q/qeq)+ αCL,3,2H2(q/qeq)+ αCL,3,1H1(q/qeq) (50)
αCL,3,1 = −2(4!)
1/2ϵCL,4
ϵCL,0
, αCL,3,2 ≃ − (2
55!)1/2ϵCL,5
21/2ϵCL,0
. (51)
ϵCL,n for n = 4, 5 follow directly from (46), but we shall not need their explicit expressions. The normalizing factor in (17)
is
h1/2CL,3 = (233!)1/2ϵ1/2CL,0
[
1+ ϵCL,4
9(3!)1/2ϵCL,0 +
51/2ϵCL,6
ϵCL,0
]
. (52)
We discuss briefly the recurrence relation (16) for D = CL. One has, at the lowest orders, BCL,n = 0 and CCL,n = 2n for
n = 0, 1 and BCL,2 = αCL,3,2 and CCL,2 = 4− αCL,3,1.
We now turn to the polynomials HL,n(q/qeq) in Lindblad’s case. We shall limit ourselves to report them for n = 1, 2:
HL,1(q/qeq) = H1(q/qeq)+ αL,1,0H0(q/qeq), αL,1,0 = −2
1/2ϵL,1
ϵL,0
(53)
HL,2(q/qeq) = H2(q/qeq)+ αL,2,1H1(q/qeq)+ αL,2,0H0(q/qeq) αL,2,0 = −2
3/2ϵL,2
ϵL,0
, αL,2,1 = −2
3/2ϵL,1
ϵL,0
. (54)
The normalizing factors h1/2L,n in (17) are
h1/2L,0 = ϵ1/2L,0 , h1/2L,1 = 21/2ϵ1/2L,0
[
1+ ϵL,2
21/2ϵL,0
]
(55)
h1/2L,2 = 81/2ϵ1/2L,0
[
1+ 2
1/2ϵL,2
ϵL,0
+ ϵL,23
1/2
21/2ϵL,0
]
. (56)
We discuss briefly the recurrence relation (16) for D = L. One finds, at the lowest orders, BL,0 = αL,1,0, BL,1 = αL,2,1 − αL,1,0
and CL,1 ≃ 2− αL,2,0.
HCL,n(q/qeq) and HL,n(q/qeq) become increasingly complicated as n increases, and we shall omit them for higher orders.
The polynomials reported above (HCL,n(q/qeq) for n = 1, 2, 3, andHL,n(q/qeq) for n = 1, 2) are illustrative examples andwill
suffice for the non-equilibrium studies.
4.4. Non-equilibrium moments for D = C, up to and including order h¯2
By using HC,n(q/qeq)/h
1/2
C,n , we shall introduce the moments Wn (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) of the off-equilibrium W through Eq.
(18). After some lengthy algebra, Eqs. (39) and (18) yield the following infinite irreversible three-term linear recurrence
relation for allWn’s (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .,W−1 = 0):
∂(Wn)
∂t
= −An,n+1Wn+1 − An,n−1Wn−1 − γ nWn (57)
An,n+1Wn+1 ≡ qeq(n+ 1)
1/2
21/2m
[
(1+ 2a2) ∂
∂x
+ β

a2 − 12

dV
dx
+ 2nda2
dx
]
Wn+1 (58)
An,n−1Wn−1 ≡ qeqn
1/2
21/2m
[
(1+ 2a2) ∂
∂x
+ β

1
2
− a2

dV
dx
+ 2(3n− 2)da2
dx
]
Wn−1; (59)
(a2 = (β2 h¯2 /48m)(d2V/dx2)). Eq. (57) generalizes the recurrence relation given in [7] and is equivalent to the latter for
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γ = 0. The moments of Weq,C (that is, Weq,C,0 = h1/2C,0 and Weq,C,n = 0 for n = 1, 2, . . .) constitute an equilibrium solution
of Eq. (57).
Thus far, no long-time approximations have been considered. We shall analyze the irreversible evolution of the qBp
towards thermal equilibrium, say, its thermalization, induced by the ‘‘heat bath’’. Let us consider Eq. (57) for some fixed
n = n0. Notice that ∂(Wn0)/∂t does not display any power of n0, while the contribution γ n0Wn0 increases with n0. The
latter contribution, provided that it be non-vanishing and adequately large, will provide a dissipation mechanism which, in
turn, will play a key role in the approach to equilibrium for large t(> 0). The simplest case in which the term γ n0Wn0 does
not vanish is n0 = 1, which, even if not large, will enable the simplest presentation of the long-time approximation, as we
now outline. We neglect ∂(W1)/∂t andW2 (and, hence, A1,2W2) in Eq. (57) for n = 1 and for long t . Then, the t-evolution of
W1 is determined by that ofW0:W1 ≃ −γ−1A1,0W0. The long-time approximation is not done for n = 0. By using Eq. (57) for
n = 0, and the above approximateW1, the recurrence relation becomes closed. In fact, they yield directly the (irreversible)
Smoluchowski equation forW0 as
∂W0
∂t
≃ 1
γ
A0,1A1,0W0, (60)
with the initial condition Win,0 at t = 0. Eq. (60) agrees with the Smoluchowski equation discussed in [12], consistently.
The stationary solution of Eq. (60) is W0 = Weq,C,0 = π1/4 exp[−βV (x)/2](1 + 2−1 h¯2 a(2)0,0). The solutions of Eq. (60) relax
irreversibly, for large t and any reasonableWin,0, towards the stationary solution (Weq,C,0), which contains quantum effects.
Then, in the above approximation, the qBp thermalizes due to the ‘‘heat bath’’.
4.5. Non-equilibrium moments for MCL and ML, up to and including order h¯2
By using the HD,n(q/qeq)’s for D = CL and D = L, we introduce themomentsWD,n (n = 0, 1, 2, . . .) of the off-equilibrium
W through Eq. (18). Here, it will be somewhat simpler to workwith the unnormalizedmomentsWnh
1/2
D,n . Eq. (10), withMDW
given in (41), yields an infinite linear recurrence for the productsWnh
1/2
D,n ’s. Some lengthy algebra yields
∂(W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂t
= − qeq
2m
∂
∂x
[W1h1/2D,1 − αD,1,0W0h1/2D,0] + Dxx
∂2(W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂x2
(61)
∂(W1h
1/2
D,1)
∂t
= − 2
qeq
dV
dx
W0h
1/2
D,0 + 2λ(−W1h1/2D,1 + αD,1,0W0h1/2D,0)
− qeq
2m

αD,1,0
∂(W1h
1/2
D,1)
∂x
+ 2∂(W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂x
+ ∂(W2h
1/2
D,2)
∂x
− ∂(αD,2,1W1h
1/2
D,1)
∂x
− ∂(αD,2,0W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂x

+Dxx
∂2(W1h
1/2
D,1)
∂x2
− 4Dxq
qeq
∂(W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂x
(62)
∂(Wnh
1/2
D,n)
∂t
= − qeq
2m
∂(Wn+1h
1/2
D,n+1)
∂x
− qeqαD,n,n−1
2m
∂(Wnh
1/2
D,n)
∂x
+ qeq
2m
∂(αD,n+1,nWnh
1/2
D,n)
∂x
− 2λnWnh1/2D,n + Dxx
∂2(Wnh
1/2
D,n)
∂x2
+ BD,n, n ≥ 2. (63)
BD,n is a sum of terms linear in Wn′h
1/2
D,n′ , with n
′ ≤ n − 1. BD,n, exemplified for n = 1 directly in (62), becomes the more
complicated the larger n is. The Dqq-term in Eq. (41) does not contribute to either (61) or (62), but it does for n ≥ 2
(through BD,n). Contributions of the Wnh
1/2
D,n ’s with orders h¯
l, l ≥ 4, have been omitted. For the Caldeira–Leggett case,
αCL,1,0 = αCL,2,0 = αCL,2,1 = Dxx = Dxq = 0. For Lindblad’s case, αL,1,0, αL,2,0 and αL,2,1 are given in (53), (54) and (49).
We shall apply to Eqs. (61) and (62) the essence of the long-time approximation previously employed for the
recurrence (57) for n = 0, 1. Such an approximation is based upon the neglecting of ∂(W1h1/2D,1)/∂t and ∂(W2h1/2D,2)/∂x
in Eq. (62) and upon the smallness of W1h
1/2
D,1 . Accordingly, in Eq. (62) we shall also neglect αD,1,0(∂(W1h
1/2
D,1)/∂x),
(∂(α2,1W1h
1/2
D,1)/∂x) and Dxx(∂
2(W1h
1/2
D,1)/∂x
2) (all of which being of order W1h
1/2
D,1 times h¯
2). Then, up to order h¯2, Eq. (62)
yields
W1h
1/2
D,1 ≃ −
1
2λ

2
qeq
dV
dx
W0h
1/2
D,0 +
qeq
m
∂(W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂x

+ 1
γ

γαD,1,0W0h
1/2
D,0 +
qeq
2m
∂(αD,2,0W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂x
− 4Dxq
qeq
∂(W0h
1/2
D,0)
∂x

. (64)
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By using Eq. (61) for n = 0, and (64), the recurrence becomes closed. We replace W1h1/2D,1 in Eq. (61) by the right-hand
side of (64) and use αD,1,0 and αD,2,0 ((53), (54) and (49)). After lengthy algebra and cancellations, one finds the following
equation forW0h
1/2
D,0:
∂W0h
1/2
D,0
∂t
≃ ∂
∂x
[
1
2mλβ

∂
∂x
+ β dV
dx

W0h
1/2
D,0
]
, (65)
with the initial condition Win,0 at t = 0. At equilibrium, one has, consistently, W0h1/2D,0 = π1/4ϵD,0 and W1h1/2D,1 = 0 (there
being no quantum effects in them), and the right-hand sides of all (61), (64) and (65) vanish. The above computations hold
formally for both the Caldeira–Leggett qBpme and Lindblad’s one, as no use ismade of (42). In fact, they are based solely upon
(41) and (43). For both the Caldeira–Leggett case and Lindblad’s case, (65) has the same form as the standard Smoluchowski
equation [5,6]. The only quantum remnant in (65) is the quantum correction γ1 in λ (recall (43)).
We now analyze, in outline, the convergence when x is integrated, off-equilibrium for long t , for both D = CL and D = L.
If V (x) behaves as gx2l as |x| → +∞, with constant g > 0 and l ≥ 1, then, we accept consistently, and without further
analysis, that

dxdpW converges off-equilibrium and that ∂

dxWD,0h
1/2
D,0/∂t = 0 (conservation of total probability) holds.
Next, let V (x)→ 0 quickly, as |x| → +∞. Then, for long t , although  dxdpW diverges, one infers that ∂  dxdpW/∂t = 0
holds, which is gratifying physically. Eq. (65) yields ∂

dxWD,0h
1/2
D,0/∂t = 0 consistently.
5. Conclusions and discussions
We have presented an overview of how different models (D) for the non-equilibrium evolution of a quantum Brownian
particle (qBp) give rise to new families of orthogonal polynomialsHD,n, which generalize the standard Hermite polynomials.
The weight functionwhich orthogonalizes theHD,n’s is chosen to be the equilibriumWigner functionWeq,D, which describes
thermal equilibrium of the qBp with the ‘‘heat bath’’. The HD,n’s lead us to construct moments Wn of the non-equilibrium
Wigner function. One expects that, for long times (and, at least, for a suitable class of initial non-equilibrium conditions): (i)
all non-equilibriummomentsWn (except the lowest momentW0) will approach zero, while (ii) the (dominant) lowest non-
equilibrium momentW0 will describe the approach towards thermal equilibrium of the qBp. This justifies, a posteriori, the
interest of the HD,n’s. While the work has focused on providing results onWeq,D and on the HD,n’s, we have outlined further
justifications (although, recognizedly, not rigorous proofs) of their interest for non-equilibrium in Sections 4.4 and 4.5. The
HD,n’s have arisen from Eqs. (10)–(12), like the classical orthogonal polynomials did associated to several physically relevant
linear partial differential equations [3,17,18]. A new feature is met for the HD,n’s: they also depend on the potential V (x),
due to the structure of (10). The generalization for a qBp in three spatial dimensions for D = 0 and for D = C is outlined in
the Appendix.
For D = 0 and for D = C (both with equilibriumWigner function unaffected by friction), quantum effects exist inWeq,D,
in the HD,n’s and in the lowest momentWeq,D,0. In particular, the persistence of quantum corrections inWeq,0,0 is physically
consistent with [9]. Quantum effects exist in the approximate long-time evolution equations, when irreversibility sets in,
for the lowest non-equilibrium moments for D = 0 and for D = C . For D = CL (Caldeira–Leggett) and for D = L (Lindblad),
quantum effects do exist inWeq,D and in the HD,n’s, but not in the lowest momentWeq,D,0. Quantum effects disappear in the
lowest non-equilibriummoment for long times (except, possibly, for a correction to the friction constant).We argue that this
could be related possibly to quantum decoherence in models for open quantum systems (compare with [22]). In particular,
that is consistent with the accepted result that, for the Caldeira–Leggett case, the estimated times for quantum decoherence
are much faster than dissipation times, meaning that the Wigner function becomes a classical distribution function before
dissipation becomes important [22].
We shall comment briefly about possible attempts to solve the problem that the Wigner distribution could become
negative in some regions in general (far from the classical regime, say, for non-small β). Other phase space distributions
do exist, and have also been employed (for instance, in Quantum Optics); among others, see [26], for a detailed review.
In particular, the so-called Husimi distribution (which amounts to a Gaussian smoothing of the Wigner distribution) is
non-negative; see [14] for a detailed discussion. However, the evolution equation (say, the counterpart of Eq. (10)) for
the Husimi distribution is rather complicated [26]. Then, an extension of the developments in this paper to the Husimi
distributionwould face considerable complications, and such a statement seems to apply also for the additional phase space
distributions. Then and in spite of the absence of non-negativity for non-small β in general, the Wigner distribution stands
as the one which, in a global sense, has the simplest properties and, so, it provides the simplest formal framework for our
developments.
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Appendix. Three-dimensional frictionless qBp
LetW = W (x, q; t) be the quantumWigner function in three spatial dimensions in the absence of friction (M0 = 0), up
to and including order h¯2. The irreversible qBpme forW reads [9]
∂W
∂t
= − q
m
∇xW + (∇xV )∇qW +MQW (66)
MQ = −
−
n1,...,n3
h¯2
n1!..n3!22
∂3V
∂xn11 ..∂x
n3
3
∂3W
∂qn11 ..∂q
n3
3
. (67)
∇x = (∂/∂x1, . . . , ∂/∂x3) and so on for ∇q. n1, . . . , n3 are any non-negative integers such that n1 + · · · + n3 = 3.
Based upon [9], the actual equilibrium Wigner function Weq = Weq(x, q) reads, in terms of the standard Hermite
polynomials Hn,
Weq = Wc,eq,3

a3,0 + α2
3−
i=1
∂2V
∂x2i
H2

qi
qeq

+ α2
3−
i,j=1,i≠j
∂2V
∂xi∂xj
H1

qi
qeq

H1

qj
qeq

a3,0 = 1+ h¯2

− β
2
12m
3−
i=1
∂2V
∂x2i
+ β
3
24m
(∇xV )2

, α2 = β
2 h¯2
48m
(68)
Wc,eq;3 = exp
[
−β

q2
2m
+ V (x)
]
(69)
∂Weq
∂t
= − q
m
∇xWeq + (∇xV )∇qWeq +MQWeq = 0.
Let n = (n1, n2, n3), the ni’s being non-negative integers. By generalizing directly the construction of the one-
dimensional H0,n’s in [7], we shall introduce for three spatial dimensions the denumerably infinite family of all polynomials
in q, H0,n = H0,n(q/qeq), as all ni vary, through∫
d3q
q3eq
Weq(x, q)H0,n(q/qeq)H0,n′(q/qeq) = 0, n ≠ n′ (70)
H0,(0,0,0) = 1, H0,(1,0,0) = 2q1qeq , H0,(0,1,0) =
2q2
qeq
, H0,(0,0,1) = 2q3qeq . (71)
The H0,n’s for general n can be constructed by generalizing directly [7]; for brevity, we omit them. The normalization factor
is
h1/20,n ≡
∫
d3q
q3eq
WeqH20,n
1/2
= exp[−2−1βV ]π3/4(n1!n2!n3!)1/22(n1+n2+n3)/2
×

1+ h¯
2
16

β3
3m
(∇xV )2 − 2β
2
3m
3−
i=1
∂2V
∂x2i

+ 2α2
3−
i=1
ni
∂2V
∂x2i

. (72)
We shall introduce the moments Wn = Wn(x; t) of the off-equilibrium quantum Wigner function W regarding the q-
dependence:
Wn =
∫
d3q
q3eq
H0,n(q/qeq)
h1/20,n
W (x, q; t). (73)
One has the following (formal) expansion forW :
W = Weq(x, q)
−
n
Wn(x; t)H0,n(q/qeq)
h1/20,n
. (74)
The above Wn’s fulfill a three-term three-dimensional recurrence relation, which generalizes the one-dimensional one
in [7]. The long-time approximations in the three-dimensional recurrence relations follow that in [7] and yield Smolu-
chowski equations.
We state, without any detail, that the above three-dimensional analysis for the frictionless case can be directly general-
ized and holds for the qBpme in [12].
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